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ABSTRACT
ENOUGH exhibits artworks inspired by my personal longing to accept the notion
that I am, through a culminated spectrum of faults and strengths, imperfectly whole.
Alone, each sculpture in this exhibition can be read either literally or figuratively as a
torn-out page from my life’s diary. The individual pieces collectively illustrate that there
is no single page that can make up an entire life story.
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INTRODUCTION

All the adversity I've had in my life, all my troubles and obstacles, have strengthened
me... You may not realize it when it happens, but a kick in the teeth may be the best thing
in the world for you.”
-Walt Disney1
This is one of my very first memories.
I can see the colors in the room now: dim yellow light, the floor a mismatched sweep of
colors from layered years of paint and torn up carpet. I am guessing I was around 4 years
old. It was late; my two older sisters and I were sitting in a circle on the floor in one of
the upstairs bedrooms. I was very little and wrestled the urge to close my eyes with my
pink “blanky” and drift away. As far back as I can remember there was family chatter
about the sound my little clenched jaw made as I ground my teeth while I slept. My older
sister Rae could not stand to be close to the noise. The night that we sat on the floor I
knew I had to keep myself awake so my big sisters would let me stay in the room while
they told stories. I knew that if I were to surrender to my pink blanky dreams the grinding
would begin and that meant banishment. I didn’t want to be alone. The moment I would
drift off, Rae would jab me awake to silence the noise.
Now, especially when I am stressed out, my teeth grinding sometimes wakes me up. My
subconscious has broken three of my teeth since beginning graduate school. This early
memory, like so many to follow, is ground into my sense of identity. Through creating

1

Monroe Mann and Lou Bortone, Battle Cries for the Hollywood Underdog: Motivation and Inspiration for Your

Journey to the Top (Author House, 2013), 74.

2
this body of work I have seen that I have a lifetime of memories that are congealed with
the expectations and anticipation of those to come. I have always believed that these
things in my head—the joyful, painful, and often more obscure parts—have all led me to
be exactly where I am now. What I did not expect to understand in creating ENOUGH is
that those memories and moments are the stones that make up the road I have been
walking, not the whole of who I am.

2

WHY THE “BLANK” FACE?

“People usually prefer to change the situation that is causing their distress, but when
they can’t change the situation, they may simply try to escape the bad feeling itself.
Given that self-talk maintains these unpleasant emotions, one solution is to quite the self.
No self-thought, no emotion, no problem.”
-Mark R. Leary2
I made my first featureless head (Fig.1.1) During the summer before starting
thesis. At the time, I did not consider it to be anything more than a test tile for surface
experimentation. Soon I found that I, as well as others, responded to it. The simplified
shape referenced a human head but, in lacking facial features, it did not read as a specific
individual.

This made a lot of sense. All of the figures I made prior to this point had

intense expressions sculpted for the effect of striking a visceral chord in my viewer. But I

2

Mark R. Leary, The Curse of the Self: Self-Awareness, Egotism, and the Quality of Human Life (New York: Oxford

University Pres. Inc. 2004), 139.

3
was at a juncture where playing that single note was no longer making me want to dance.
I was feeling completely ungrounded 3and was altogether loosing my sense of self. That
vague silhouette was born out of my fear of depersonalization. Rather than viewing my
loss of identity as blank slate, I viewed it as a canvas being dissolved of its paint, the
tightly knit fibers stained in a muddled wash. There was no point in repainting the same
old picture. Something new needed to be hung on the wall and this mud colored canvas
was the foundation, waiting for a layered surface of new color.

“Dissolution and accumulation. Proliferation and fragmentation. The feeling of myself
obliterating and the reverberation of the invisible universe. What are they?”
The Struggle and Wonderings of My Soul
-Yayoi Kusama4

I made a few molds of featureless heads, which gave me unlimited space to
uninhibitedly release from my hands the noise that was going on inside my own head.
They became pages in which I could share the many different parts of my story.

The

surfaces of the heads were layered in various methods of visual communication. I used

3

Christine Ross, The Aesthetics of Disengagement: Cotemporary Art and Depression. (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota,

2006), 1

4

Midori Yoshimoto, Into Performance: Japanese Women Artists in New York (New Jersey: Rutgers University Press

2013), 45.

4
actual ripped out pages from my old journals (Fig 2.1, 3.1, 4.1), various forms of text
including stencils and handwriting (Fig.5.1, 6.1), as well as compulsive mark making
(Fig. 7.1). I often combined a number of approaches throughout the process of layering
different mediums to suite each head. (Fig. 8.1).
3

POLKA, DOODLES, SCRIBBLES, AND SCRIPT:
OBSESSIVE REPITITION

“The building up of closely related elements into a composite is analogous to cellular
accumulation. Which is visible microscopically in plant and animal tissues and causes
the surface to become alive and energized through that obsessive repeat”
-Warren Seelig5

As a child before I could read, I vividly remember being captivated by the look
of handwriting on paper. My little self was attracted to the rhythmic lines and I sensed
meaning lied beneath them. In high school I experimented with different handwriting
styles, looking for the one with genuine Kelly Stevenson aesthetic. I discovered that my
hand did not create the same pretty; loopy, clean-looking letters of my female peers and
learned that there are marks inherent to individuals. Mine were unruly, disorganized, and
incorrectly spelled. They remain the same today. Writing and drawing have allowed me
to take what I felt and move it somewhere outside of myself. This rhapsodic repetition
covers the surfaces in ENOUGH.

5

Warren Seelig, “ Thinking Aloud: Contemporary Fiber, Material Meaning.” American Craft Aug/Sep (2005): 44.

5
Polka dots pattern the surface of many of my works. They have a playful
character that is paradoxical to the otherwise heavy content in much of the work. My
polka dot dance enacts an obsessive decoration, further representing the perpetuation of
multi-layered patterns in life. In the stage of painting, sculpting, spraying, and glazing
these spots, a compulsive language is recognized that resembles the atoms vibrating in all
things. I have used these dots as a signature code. An aligned grid of twenty-nine hotpink dots (Fig. 9.1, 10.1, 11.1) resides on various surfaces of pieces. These enigmatic
dots represent my age and all of the memories produced each year that led me to create
this work.

4

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE COLOR?

“There is an investment of your own life experience in something as innocent as color.”6
-Stephen de Staebler

Answering, “What is your favorite color,” reveals something intrinsic about a
person. My answer throughout adolescence was always orange. Not because I actually
preferred it, but because I empathized with it as a less likely choice. Once I grew out of
clutching my torn up pink blanky and arrived at I-am-way-too-cool-for-pretty-mucheverything hormonal adolescence, I strongly opposed the color pink for its frilly, girly

6

“Google Privacy Policy,” last modified April 20, 2015,

http://www.artquotes.com/auth_search.php?authid=131#.VTVpI174tFx
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connotations. I was swaddled in this feminine inferior color of weakness the moment my
pink ass popped into the world. Now this color is everywhere in my work, but it is not
the soft essence of female fragility. It is pink, all grown up and eye-popping. Hot pink is
demanding; it is Sleater-Kinney screaming in your ear. The use of hot pink on the
surface of my sculptures is a signifier and a highlighter.

The piercing nature and

vibrancy of the color not only attracts the eye to specific areas of a sculpture but, it also
seves as a proud, feminine virtuosa. Hot pink is my virile tool that recaptures the
vitalization that can be lost inside the chaotic madness that fills my brain.

5

TWO SIDES TO EVERYTHING

“As I go along with my work I formulate my thought, and from this struggle of what I
want and the reality of the material-from this tension is born equilibrium.”7
-Warren Seelig
My ceramic figures are layered in literal material that envelops metaphorical
meaning. Each sculpture in ENOUGH possesses varied visual elements that reveal and
conceal information. Most of the pieces created in the last year have a visual divide. The
surface is often split into parts with busier, condensed visual overload adjacent to areas
that let the form speak for itself. My sculptures are the canvas where personal aesthetic
and meaningful context amalgamates. The text and drawings are the heart and the mind
that permeate the skin. The marks are the white noise released outside, synthesized
visually and thus communicated.
7

Seelig, “ Thinking Aloud: Contemporary Fiber, Material Meaning.”44.
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The two large “pillow pieces” are portraits of my parents. In Just Like Me (Fig.
12.1), a hand with a fish represents my Dad. A sunflower and a hand in That One Is You
(Fig 13.1), represents my Mom. These pieces are placed on opposite walls of the gallery
as one enters the space. As two palms that once reached for the other, each of them equal
parts that created my own two hands. Everything is made up of a fine balance of
combined elements that hold all the pieces together.
In expanding my practice beyond the medium of clay, my ability to explore a
more full spectrum of emotion and human complexity has artistically evolved.
Understanding my appreciation of materials, committee member Jess Jones introduced
me to the term “haptic intelligence” by sharing an article with me called Material
Meaning8 written by Warren Seelig.

Haptic Intelligence is one of the most significant

concepts I have learned while in graduate school. In the manipulation of materials, the
body communicates through touch with the hand carrying emotional weight. Evidence
process exists in all of my work. The variety of these methods are noteworthy the head
installation, Noise (14.1, 14.2). Layering materials yields visual information for layered
meaning. This endless myriad of surface communication, lets run wild the spectrum of
chaotic voices and feelings that have been wrestling inside of me.

8

Seelig, “ Thinking Aloud: Contemporary Fiber, Material Meaning.”44.
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A FRIENDLY GESTURE TO FAUTORS AND FOES

The centerpiece of the exhibition, titled F*@k It (Fig. 15.1), embraces the
underlying gesture of ENOUGH. The highly rendered self-portrait stands half dressed
poised in front of Noise. Framed by the wall of heads, her hands each display a gesture
contrary to the other. The left hand offers an open, inviting palm while the right gives the
middle finger.
The use of the middle finger has extensive history across many cultures. In the
1st-Century Mediterranean world, the middle finger was one of many symbols people
used to ward off the evil eye.9 The term “shameless finger” in Late Antiquity was
oftentimes used when accusing someone of “shameful action”.10 Today, we understand it
as an obscene gesture displaying extreme distaste toward a person or thing.
In F*@k It, I welcome the many expositions of the middle finger, old and new, as
my use of it is undeniably linked. My self-portrait is not saying, “fuck you,” to any
single person, thing, or idea. It says, “Fuck it” to the madness, to everything written and
expressed on the heads of Noise. The open palm on the right hand cannot accept some
things while denying others. If you are going to be open, you must be completely open.
Similarly, the left hand cannot tell only some things to fuck off; it must also remain
entirely open.

9

Bruce J. Mailina, The New Testament World: Insights from Cultural Anthropology (3 ed.) (Louisville: Westminster

John Knox Press, 2001), 25-50.

10

Lisi Oliver, The Body Legal in Barbarian Law. (University of Toronto Press, 2011),150.

9
An unanticipated and delightful self-truth was revealed in creating this work. I
always had the liberty to simultaneously accept all the good and ugly parts of my
personal story while lovingly telling them all to fuck-off. I learned that I could be open to
everything without feeling the need to identify with any part of it all at once. It is not the
author that exists because of the book.

7

ENOUGH

At its core, ENOUGH is a body of work that has released my clenched-jaw
conclusions of myself and the circumstance of living a life in stark transition. While
making this work, I did my best to sincerely depict what makes up the fiber and image of
my being. I wanted to understand and find a way to articulate what drives me to use art
as a tool for communication. I took an honest look. In the recesses, I carved out all of
the regrets, embarrassments, suffering and sadness that have followed me in my adult
life. In the layered light, I built up undeniable goodness, hope, endurance, kindness and
humor. The highlight for me was the ability to sculpt empathy for others because of all
that I have been through.
I laid bare the seemingly positive and negative aspects of my character and realized
that I had been making personally driven sculptures that ultimately allowed space for
polar opposites harmonizing on the same canvas. I learned that all aspects of human
character hold unique power and beauty. A single feature cannot exemplify what makes

10
up an entire human being. Each occasion of light has a point where it blurs into the
shadows, and in the darkness our eye searches for the moment where the light breaks
through. It is at this juncture, where the vulnerability of the heart mixes with the wisdom
of personal experience, that the whole of a human being can be expressed. For me, this is
more than enough.

11
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Figure 18 Enough, Instillation View (b)
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